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Jr. Gladiator Wednesday 6:00PM - 7:00PM and Friday 5:00PM - 6:00 PM. 
ONLY 5 SPOTS LEFT 

 

Soccer Vocabulary 
This week I have decided to dedicate a full article on soccer 
vocabulary. I will go through important words and phrases that are 
essential for parents along with players. I will also explain a subject 
that I had personally struggled; the understanding of numbers in 
soccer positioning. After reading this article you will be able to 
understand and speak with any soccer expert! Enjoy!  
 
What a screamer! : Usually reserved for the likes of Messi, 
Ronaldo and Hazard, a screamer (or worldie) is when someone 
scores a goal from a long distance that creates pandemonium in 
the stadium. 
Man on! : The crowd are commonly known as the 12th man. 
When a player isn’t aware of an approaching opposition player, 
cries of ‘man on’ ring around the stadium to warn them of an 
imminent tackle. 
Hugging the line : Teams frequently play with two wingers- 
these are attack-minded players who play on the edge of the 
pitch. To hug the line is a statement used to encourage these 
players to stay as wide as possible so to stretch the opposition 
across the pitch. 
A dead ball specialist: Dead ball situations are when the ball is 
stationary after a stoppage in the game. A dead ball specialist 
refers to a player who excels at scoring free kicks and penalties 
and who can whip a corner into the penalty box with pinpoint 
accuracy. 
Stay on your feet: A strange phrase for a sport played on your 
feet, but fans shout this in a vain attempt to stop a player lunging 
to the ground to tackle an opponent. This might result in a foul or 
the opposition skipping past the grounded player. 

 

Updates and new 
programs:  
 
2009 and under 
Academy Team 
Wednesday 6-7 and 
Friday 6- 7 

 
50% REFERRAL OFFER!!!!!! Receive 50% Two Months by referring a new 
player into the academy by the end of December. To receive this offer, the 
new player must sign up by the end of December. 50% will be taken off 
January and February.         
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Build up - usually when a team plays the ball out of the back rather than serving the ball up to the 
forward with a long pass; a slower and more methodical way to bring the ball out of the back 
where the defenders keep possession of the ball and move it laterally 
Closing down - putting pressure on an offensive player so they have no space or time to operate 
Cover – supporting the player closing down an opponent (the second and third defenders who 
cover the first player to help win the ball) 
Direct play - playing the ball forward; usually looking to pick out a forward who is posting up; not 
trying to slow the game down but looking to attack 
Dummy – Letting the ball go past or through your legs to a teammate. 
Dummy run - A run by player without the ball to draw a defender away 
Indirect kick – a free kick where a teammate must touch the ball before you can score 
Jockeying - holding up a player or steering him or her into a defenders path; not diving in and 
trying to win the ball until you have support from other defenders 
Overlap - player runs around a teammate and ahead of the ball for a pass into space (outside 
defender makes a run around the wide midfielder) 
Tuck-in - term usually used on defense when you want a player to move in and closer to the rest 
of the team so your team can maintain a compact unit that's hard to break down or get through 
 

Soccer Positions and their numbers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are 11 players per a team on the field. Above are all 15 positions that exist in soccer today. 

Each position can be referred to either its: name, acronym, or number. Below is a detailed 

description of each position and the characteristics most associated with that position.    

Sweeper (SW) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Number: 4 

The sweeper position is not commonly used anymore, but it was popular back in the day. The 

sweeper is the last man in the defense line. He is located between the goalkeeper and the center-

backs. He is not normally assigned to personally mark a rival player but rather to close down 

gaps left by teammates, to anticipate opponents’ moves and to clear loose balls. Perhaps the most 

well-known sweeper of all time is German legend Franz Beckenbauer, who once played for 

Germany with a dislocated shoulder. 
 

Center-back / Center Full-back / Central Defender (CB)  

                              3              3                                     7 
 
 
                             5                               6                                                      9 
 
  1                            4 or 5     6                                     10 
                              9 
      4               8  
 
 
       2                2      11  
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Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Numbers: 4 & 5 

In contemporary football, center-backs constitute the last defensive line in the central area of the 

field. Their responsibility is to block rival forwards and to do anything in their ability to stop them 

from getting face to face with their goalkeeper. Center-backs are often tall, strong, and have 

good leadership attributes.  Paolo Maldini, Sergio Ramos, Carles Puyol, Gerard Piqué and 

Leonardo Bonucci are typical central defenders. 

Full-backs [Right & Left]  (RB/LB) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Numbers: 2, 3  

Full-backs are in charge of blocking the other team’s wingers and wide midfielders and to 

prevent them from crossing dangerous balls into their box. While full-backs may on occasion 

venture into more attacking positions, their chief responsibility is to defend and help hold a line 

with the center-backs. Full-backs are often lighter than the center-backs and run up and down the 

field marking rivals. Brazilian stars Roberto Carlos and Cafú are two of the most legendary full-

backs of all time. 

Wing-backs [Right & Left] (RWB/LWB) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Numbers: 2, 3  

The wing-back position is similar to the full-back in that wing-backs play close and along the 

sidelines of the field. The main difference is that wing-backs have much more attacking 

responsibility than full-backs do. Many full-backs have played as wing-backs and wing-backs 

have played as full-backs. A wing-back's role depends on the team formation and specific 

moments of the game. For example, if you have a defensive line of four defenders (two center-

backs and two full-backs) and your team is in need of a goal, you will want the full-backs to 

behave more like wing-backs and attack. If, on the contrary, you are clinging to a narrow 

advantage, you will want your wing-backs to play more defensively. Also, if you have five 

defenders (three center-backs and two wing-backs), this allows more liberty for the wing-backs 

to venture attacking. Remarkable wing-backs are Marcelo, Dani Alves, Dani Carvajal and David 

Alaba. 

Defensive/Holding Midfielder (DM) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Numbers: 6 

The defensive midfielder plays directly in front of the center-backs. His or her job is to 

collaborate with defense, retrieve as many balls as possible and organize attacking plays from 

the back. Holding midfielders are usually rugged, strong players capable of physically disputing 

the ball with opponents. Sometimes defensive midfielders have a more creative role. While they 

anticipate rivals’ passes and plays, they also creatively structure attacking plays and contribute 

with assists. Famous holding midfielders include Sergio Busquets, Xabi Alonso, Andrea Pirlo, 
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Center Midfielders (CM) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Numbers: 6 & 8 

Center midfielders are the foremost organizers and creative playmakers in the game. Having a 

strong midfield is key to establish a dominating playing style. When FC Barcelona had Sergio 

Busquets, Andrés Iniesta and Xavi Hernández as midfielders, they were arguably the best team in 

history because they handled the ball so well, establishing the so-called “tiki-taka” style that 

consisted in endless passing of the ball from one side to the other with remarkable accuracy and 

tempo. Center midfielders are tasked with linking the defense with the offense and contributing 

with goals, assists and key decision making. Exemplary center midfielders are aforementioned 

Xavi Hernández, Andrés Iniesta, Paul Pogba, Luka Modric, Mesut Özil and Arturo Vidal. 

Attacking Midfielders (AM) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Number: 10 

Their role is similar to that of the center midfielders, but more focused on attacking (shooting, 

assisting, scoring). Some of soccer’s best players of all time have been attacking midfielders. 

Exquisite technique and accuracy are a must for this position. Characterized by field vision, ball 

control and technique, attacking midfielders are often in charge of free-kicks and penalty kicks. 

Notable examples are Zinedine Zidane, Francesco Totti, Kaká and Ronaldinho. Wide 

Midfielders/Wingers [Right & Left] (RW/LW) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Numbers: 7 & 11 

Wide Midfielders or Wingers play offensively along the sidelines. They are normally light, fast 

and extremely fit. This position is one of the most explosive and opportunity generating. Wingers 

are tasked with attacking and dribbling at full speed, crossing, assisting and scoring. Well known 

wingers are Ángel di María, Eden Hazard, Neymar, Arjen Robben and Cristiano Ronaldo, 

particularly when he was younger (and faster).  

Center Forward (CF) or Striker (ST) 

Traditionally Assigned Soccer Position Number: 9 

A center forward is typically a strong player that can win balls in the air, shield the ball from 

defenders while waiting for backup, perform link up duties and serve as decoy for the striker. Of 

course, every once in a while you get center forwards who are not as physically strong but 

compensate with skill, like “Kun” Agüero or Lionel Messi. Moreover, in contemporary football, 

the center forward has also defensive responsibility. He or she is considered to be the first 

defender of the team. Exemplary center forwards are Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Luis Suárez, Lionel 

Messi, Harry Kane and recently Cristiano Ronaldo. 
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Calling all Gladiators!!!!!!! How far can you get in our Gladiator Challenge?? To 
move on to another level, Gladiators must do 50 of each move before they can 
move on to the next level. Can you beat all five levels in one day??? 
 
If so You are ready for the next Challenge. Can you follow Ari and Cat?  
 
Gladiators never give up and never stop learning! Gladiators always look for more 
challenges, and if you beat all 5 levels and followed Ari and Cat, you are ready for 
our advanced soccer moves. How far can you get???? 

Checklist Monday Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  Saturday  Sunday 
Level 1        
Level 2        
Level 3        
Level 4        
Level 5        
Ari and Cat        
Advanced soocer 
moves  

       

 

Gladiator Weekly Challenge 
https://www.gladiatorsocceracademy.com/homework 
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Become a Gladiator  
Registration is now open for New Programs. To register 
sign up online and bring a completed registration form 
found on the website 
https://www.gladiatorsocceracademy.com/register 

Gladiatorsocceracademy.com  

Gladiator Soccer Academy Ages 9-12  
Learn Soccer the Gladiator Way! 
Gladiator Soccer Academy's revolutionary new training method is the first of its kind in the world. At GSA we want no 
player to get left behind! To achieve this every player in the academy gets 1 hour a week of semi-private lessons. This 
is a weekly session which a maximum of 4 players attend the session each week. In doing this we can maximize the 
attention each player gets from the coach. Each week players get three sessions. Two sessions are with their team. The 
last sessions is the semi-private session. Throughout the week coaches have a chance to see what part of the exercise a 
player is struggling with. The Semi-private sessions allows coaches to work with players in smaller environments on 
what they struggled on during the weeks training session.  
 

Segev Rabinoviz  
Segev.rabinoviz@gmail.com 
(647) 981 – 7169  

Jr.  Gladiator Soccer Academy ages 5-8 
Learn Soccer the Gladiator Way!  
At GSA we understand that Kids are involved in other activities. As a result 
we have created our beginners Academy program. This program is for families 
who are still looking to receive GSA unique semi-private lessons but have 
other commitments as well. During the week players will receive one team 
practice session along with one semi-private lesson with a max of 5 
players.  This program is for players who will NOT be playing against other 
academies  
  

Contact  Us 

GSA 2009 +2010 Academy Team NEW Starting DEC 1st  

GSA’s 2009 and Under academy team will now also practice on Fridays and Wednesdays from 
6-7PM. This is an exclusive offer for those players that want to be part of Gladiator’s Academy 
team and play against other Academy teams.  To be in this program, Parents must have at least 
6 months commitment into the program. Players will practice 2 times a week; Wednesday 6-7, 
Friday 6-7. Upon Registration players will Receive the Following: 
1.Soccer Jersey 
2.Custom Gladiator Pennie  
3.Training Soccer Ball  
4.Shorts  
5.Socks 


